LIFE SKILLS REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER 2017
Topic for the month: Team work
Team work is a co-operative or co-ordinated effort on the part of group of persons acting together as a team to
complete a given task/fulfill a goal. Team work subordinates the need of the individual to the need of the group.
Self –awareness, Critical Thinking and Empathy are the life skills to be enhanced.
Activity 1: Finding the difference in the other team “SPOT THE DIFFERENCE”
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1

VI- XI

To keep the team
energized and
focused.

LIFE SKILLS
ENHANCED

METHODOLOGY









Each class was divided into four /five
groups depending on the strength of the
class.
Each team took turn to make changes on
10 things about themselves (clothing,
hairdo or anything.-changes had to be
conspicuous) in just 60 seconds.
The second team had to identify all the
changes made by the first team ,
requiring full concentration and testing
their memory.
Group 2 recognized the changes in
Group in 1, Group 3 spotted the changes
in Group in 2 and Group 1 pointed the
changes in Group in 3.
Teams took turns to make changes.
Points were awarded for every
recognized change.

Thinking Skills
(Critical and creative
thinking)
Social skills
(inter-personal skill,
effective
communication)

Students of Class VIII E “In Action”: Makes changes for “Spot the difference
game”

Class X A : “ Spot the difference
game”

Class VII C “ Spot the difference game”

Class VIII B “ Spot the difference game”

Activity 2: Earthen lamp (Diya)decoration (VI- VIII)
Building a structure-Team building(IX –XI)
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To enhance team
 Each class was divided into four /five
building, develop
groups depending on the strength of the
social skills,
class.
empathy, arouse
 Each team had brought four-five plain
critical thinking and
“diyas” which they had decorated as a
stimulate creativity
team.

LIFE SKILLS
ENHANCED
Thinking Skills
(critical and creative
thinking, problem
solving, decision
making)
Social skills
(inter-personal skill,
effective
communication)

3.

IX-XI

To use
communication and
decision making
skills as a team to
solve a problem

 Each class was divided into four /five
groups depending on the strength of the
class.
 Each team had brought materials for
building a structure.
 At the end of the activity, the team leader
shares about contribution of different
members and the significance of team
work.

Class VII C: Students in action as a team for “Diya
decoration”

Class VII C: Team with their decorated
diya

Class VIII B: Team with their decorated diya

Class X A: Building a structure – team building activity

Class IX C: Building a structure – team building activity
LEARNING OUTCOME:
Students will be able to :
1) adapt and adjust themselves to work in a team and as a “team”.
2) understand the significance of team work .
3) develop skills required for team work

